Cloverbank Summer Reading Challenge!
For students entering Grade 1 and Grade 2 in Fall 2023

“A book is a dream that you hold in your hand.” – Neil Gaiman

We are excited to announce our summer reading challenge for Cloverbank! What do you have to do to be a part of this challenge? It’s simple – READ!!! Read on a lazy summer day under your favorite tree, in the car on the way to a family vacation, or while hanging by the pool! Then when you come back to school and turn in your paperwork, you will be entered to win one of many fabulous prizes! We all know that reading is the real reward but wouldn’t it be cool to win a prize for doing it?!

Here’s how to enter-

- Read a book and fill out a Reading Log Slip for each book you read.
- HINT: The more books you read, the more slips you can fill out and the more chances you will have to win!! If you need more slips, your parents can print them from the Cloverbank website or pick some up in the office over the summer.
- Have your parents sign the bottom when you have filled the page of Reading Log Slips.
- **DO NOT cut the slips.** We will cut them after we count them.
- Return the Reading Log Slip sheets to your new teacher by Friday, Oct 6.
- Parents – please do not fill out the slips for your child. Let them do the work to earn the chance for a prize!

That’s it! You will be entered to win amazing **PRIZES, PRIZES, PRIZES**!!

We will hold the prize ceremony in October!

You have to be in it to win it!!

Attached you will find a suggested book list for each grade. You may choose books from this list or any good book at your reading level. If you have any questions, please email Mrs. Lavelle at jlavelle@frontiercsd.org